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CHAPTER I 
The primary purpose of this study is to suggest a pos-
sible difference in ~he amount of anti-social aggressive 
behavior in groups of nursery school children, who have a 
homogeneous cultural background, as compared with groups of 
children who have a heterogeneous cultural background, although 
their socio-economic background is the same. The secondary 
purpose of the study is to review s ome of the more important 
studies whi ch deal with anti-social aggressive behavior in the 
pre-school years. 
Since the socialization of the young child is one of the 
responsibilities of the nursery school, any study which will 
add to the existing material on the subject of children's 
aggressive behavior will be valuable. It would help teachers 
to lmow the causes and l{inds of aggressive behavior, wi th which 
they will have to cope . The present study was undertaken with 
the hope of adding to that knowledge. When the writer was a 
teacher in a culturally homogeneous group, she became intereste 
in the possibility that differences in racial-cultural back-
grounds may be a factor in the amount of anti - social aggressive 
behavior shown in a group of nursery school children . There-
fore, she undertook thi s st:-;tdy, and she believes that when .it 
is examined in relat i on to other studies in the field , it may 
:l 
cont ribute something to the ~Ulderstanding o~ aggressive behavio 
in young children. 
For the purpose o~ this study, anti~social aggressive 
behavior will be de~ined as any a ct by which a child initiates 
hostile action against another's person, property, or mate-
rials, or threatens to do so. 
The study ~irst reviews the literature o~ research in 
regard to anti-social a ggressiveness in young children, and 
the impact of cultural influences on aggressive behavior. I t 
then reports the writer's collection of origina l data in two 
philanthropic nursery schools and analizes the data. 
The original data were collected in t wo philanthropic 
nursery schools i n the city o~ Boston, where the children 
represent dif~erent cultural backgrounds, but have the same 
socio-economic environment . In on~ school the children are 
similar i n race and cultural background . In the other school 
they are dissimilar in race and cultural background. The two 
gr oups are alike in other essential factors, such as age, 
general . int elligence , and economi c status. Both groups o~ 
children live in over-populated, low r ental areas. ~total o~ 
t wenty-nine children were observed in group activities in the 
two nursery schools, and the writer concent rated on one age 
level - the three year olds. Observations were limited to 
four two and a hal~ hour mornings in each group . There was 
one group of three year olds in the homogeneous school. There 
were two groups o~ three year olds in the heterogeneous school. 
.2 
The data were collected by means of' an original check list. 
No attempt was made to discover the writer's reliability as an 
observer. During the observations, the writer was the teacher 
in one of the groups, in which she observed the children . 
The following assumptions have been made in regard to 
this study: 
1. The writer has been conscientious and 
reasonably accurate in her observations. 
2. The groups observed are a sufficient samplin 
and the period of observations long enough, to supply suggestiv 
information concerning the amount of anti-social aggressive 
behavior to be found in nursery school groups. 
3. Children in nursery school groups show 
anti-social aggressive behavior . 
4. Racial and cultural backgrounds influence 
children's behavior. 
3 
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CRAP.rER II 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD 
In the four sections of this chapter, the writer reviews 
the litenature on aggression i n young children from four points 
of view; general understanding, methods of observation, find-
ings of research studies, and the influence of cultural back-
grounds. One section deals with each aspect. 
I 
I ~ . Literature Dealing with ~ggression in General: What It Is, I 
--- 1 
I What Causes It, How It Should be Handled. 
The period of early childhood is a period of strenuous 
and constant adjustments to a new world. The individual is 
being molded into society's pattern . This process of adjust-
ment of the child causes many frustrations on his part, which 
often lead to aggressive acts. Dollardl and his associates 
believe that all aggressive behavior is a consequence of 
frustration, but they explain that the aggressive act is not 
always the immediate consequence of' the frustration. They 
define aggression as 11 an act whose goal response is injury to 
an organism,"2 and frustration as "that condition which exists 
I 
lJohn Dollard et al, Frustration and Aggression 
Yale University Press, 1939), p. 1. (New Haven: I II 
!I 2Ibid., p. 11. 
I 
4 
assertiveness or initiative. 
Breclcenridge and Vincent quote Lois Murphy as having 
arrived at another definition of aggression. She says that it 
includes "all forms of insistent response to obstacles socially 
imposed between childr en and their goals, n4 which implies that 
aggression occurs only when s omething happens to keep a child 
from achieving some goal. It does not take place for its own 
sake. ••socially imposed" means that the thwarting must be 
imposed by people. Other psychologists usually include thwart-
ing by things as well as by people. 
When Isaacs5 describes aggression she speaks of it as 
"self-assertion" against the world, particularly against 
parents, who give the child his first opposition. She believes 
that these aggressive tendencies in early childhood give way to 
more constructive ways of self-assertion as "the child becomes 
more confident of his growing skill and independence. ,,6 
In the report of the 1946 meeting of the ~erican 
3Loc. cit. 
4Marian Breckenridge and Lee Vincent, Child Development 
(Philadelphia: vV . B. Saunders Co., 1949), p. 452. 
5susan Isaacs, Social Development in Young Children (New 
York: Harcourt Brace and Co., 1937), pp. 453-454. 
6Loc. cit. 
-----===------, 
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' 
11 Orthopsychiatry Society,? two interpretations o~ aggression 
'! were given at a round-table discussion. Some thought o~ it as 
I l "an act o~ provoked hostility." Others thought o~ it as "sel~-
Ji ~ssertiveness." Considered under either or both categories, 
1 psychiatrists are agreed that, ".!Aggression is an instinct ~or 
II self.:-preservation, 11 and it is mani~ested by all people in 
varying degrees.8 
I Goodenough states that "the most ~requent expression of' 
I! anger in early childhood is crying. u9 She says that threats 
I 
come next at t wo and three years o~ age, and increase in ~re-
quency as the child grows older. She claims that there is a 
notable change in the conilicts o~ pre-school children, as they 
grow older, and crying and physical attacks lessen to some 
ext ent , and verbal responses in the ~orm OI insults and threats 
increase as the child matures. She believes that indirect 
~orms o~ attack, such as scolding and fussing and doing ~or­
bidden things are o~en an outlet Ior aggressive feelings.lO 
Fantasies o~ getting even and calculated plans against the 
frustrating person are common. Verbal expressions o~ hate, 
?Treatment o~ l.A.ggression (Round Table) .,American Journal 
, o~ Orthopsychiatry, Vol. XIII (September, 1943), P. 384-440. 
8Loc. cit. 
I 
I 
II 
9Florence Goodenough, Anger in Young Children 
University o~ Minnesota Press, 1931), p. 63. 
I (Minneapoli~ 
11 
lOibid., p. 244. II 
6 
teasing, winning the hostility of others toward the child's 
enemy and boycotting from some pleasure are all conspicuous 
acts of aggression, according to Goodenough.ll 
Dollardl2 and associates are convinced that the amount 
of frustration determines the amount of aggression, and the 
amount of aggression also varies with the punishment expected. 
They say that frustration in the family group works itself out 
in the play group, and aggression in the play group leads to 
retaliation by others, and in turn the child becomes more 
aggressive. 
Breckenridge and Vincentl3 are in agreement with most 
1 authors on child psychology, that aggression tak es many forms. 
The child shows some aggressiveness because of self-confidence. i 
Other aggressiveness arises because of feelings of insecurity, 
when the child wants to strike bacl~ or dominate other children 
lj to restore his self-importance. ./According to these authors, 
1: the first type of aggression usually develops with mature 
I patterns of behavior, and the child becomes capable of acting 
with discretion. The second ldnd of aggression comes from 
II i mmediate necessity, and in this case the child must be made to 
I feel secure, before he can develop more mature patterns of 
I 
11
--
llLoc. cit. 
il 12Dollard, QQ. cit., p. 37-38. 
I ! 13Breckenridge and Vincent, QQ. cit., p. 455. 
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' behavior .14 
Dollard tells us tha t "frustrB. tion begins practically at 
birth. ul5 First of all, the sucking instinct is thwarted at 
weaning. The exploratory needs of the child, touching and 
II putting things in his mouth are interfered with next. Then 
cleanliness training is begun, where again the child is re-
stricted and thwarted. Dollard says tha t the child invariably 
sets up "substitute responses•~6 to these situations, such as 
1 thumb sucking in place of the bottle, which is taken away too 
soon. 
MurphYGlists some of the principle causes for aggression 
I in young children. They are: lack of af'fection, irregulari- . 
1 ties of living, and accumulated tensions in the home. The more 
satisfied the child is, Murphy thirr~s, the less need he feels 
' I for anti-social aggressiveness. 
Isaacsl8 cites the i mmediate motives for aggression in 
1 the nursery school: 
·I 
possession of property, desire for power, 
11 motives of rivalry, and feelings of inferiority, superiority, 
! or general anxiety. 
II 
I 
,. 
li 
I 
II 
!i 
14Ibid., p. 456. 
15Dollard, _Q£. cit., p. 59-62. 
16Ibid., p. 58. 
17In Breckenridge and Vincent, QQ. cit. p. 454. 
l8rsaacs, .QQ. cit., p. 25. 
8 
Goodenoughl9 found that there are many factors to be 
I I considered when one is seeking for causes of aggressive be-
1havior, such as: general physical health of the child, the 
size and composition of the family group, the daily routines, 
l the amount of sleep the child has, special occurrences in the 
home, and even the hour of the day • 
.At the two and ·three year level, Goodenough20 says the 
main causes for aggression are conflict with authority; diffi-
culty over establishment of routines, physical habits, and 
! social dif'ferences with playmates. -~At the three and four year 
level, she says that social differences come first. Then comes 
/ conflict with authority, especially conflict over physical 
j! routines such as eating and sleeping. .i.4.t this age, the child 
j: begins to have a will of' his own in these matters. Goodenough 
I! I further informs us that when the child is four or over, social 
I differences still lead, and conflict with authority is still 
I, 
second, except that at this age, children are not quite so 
much involved with difficulties connected with routines, such 
I as eating, toileting , etc. Physical habits such as thumb-
1 
1
; sucking and masturbation are apt to be an underlying cause f'or 
I 
1 parent-child confli cts at this time, and improper handling of 
1 these issues may lead to more aggression on the child 1 s part, 
l9Goodenough, QQ. cit., p. 86-95. 
20Ibid., p. 113-114. 
9 
Goodenough warns .21 
Korner22 feels that Dollard 1 s statement, "The occurrence 
of aggressive behavior always presupposes the existence of 
frustration," and contrariwise, "The existence of frustration 
always leads to some form of aggressi on, u23 is too broad . She 
says that "anxiety" is a causative factor in aggression, and 
that there are many reactions to frustration 1 such as repres-
sion, withdrawal, resignation and sublimation.24 
The results of .Apel 1 s25 s tudy on aggressive behavior in 
the nurs ery scl ool showed that the principle causes for aggres-
sion among groups of children of preschool age are: conflict 
over possession of equipment, intrusion into the group , cross 
purpos es in play, the desire to be first, and teasing and 
annoying. 
Breckenridge and Vincent26 reiterate the view held by 
many psychologists who believe that aggression is one of the 
basic instincts and must have a way of expressing itself. This 
is important for a balanced personality. The baby, dominated 
2lrbid., 115. 
22Anneliese Korner, Some ~spects of Hostility in Young 
Children (New York: Greene and Stratton, 1949) 1 p. 4. 
23Dollard, QQ. cit . , p. 28. 
24Korner, QQ. cit., p. 4. 
25Madeleine .!Apel, 11-iA.ggressive Behavior of Nursery School 
Children and .Adult Pr ocedures in Dealing with Such Behavi or ," 
Journal of Experimental Education, XI (Dec., 1942), p. 198-199 . 
26Brecltenri d,ge and Vencent. Op. cit. n. 453. 
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l 
27Loc. cit. 
28Harriet Davis, "Hate in Fancy Clothes, 11 Digest of a 
lecture by Dr. Jule Eisenbud, Child Study Vo~. XXVI .N9. L (New York: Child Study Assoc. of Amer~ca, W~nder ed~t~on, 
1948-49), p. 23. 
30Loc !.. ~c:i.. t. ---=- --==--
1.1 
Sister Agnes Theresa Bailey,31 writing ror the Catholic 
Educational Review, says she believes the principle cause ror 
anti-social aggressive behavior is a lack of understanding by 
I . 
I parents of the natural process of growth, plus emotional display 
by parents, when the aggression occurs. Aggression or parents 
toward children and an excessive blocking of the normal outlets 
for aggression are typical of this misunderstanding by parents. 
Overindulgence can be a cause, and broken homes certainly are a 
1
ractor to be considered when determining causes. Anti-social 
!aggression is bound to be frequent when parents fail to treat 
the child as an individual ¥dth certain rights and duties. 
I 
I 
Merry32 reminds us that anger is the response usually 
made to a frustrating condition, but he realizes that all 
jll 
1 3lsister .iAgnes Theresa Bailey, ".!Aggression in Infancy and 
Early Childhood, 11 Catholic Educational Review, Vol • . 44. 
(September, 1946), pp. 421-429. 
32Ra1ph and Frieda Merry, The First Two Decades (New York 
IHarper Bros., 1949) p. 355-358. 
I 12 
I 
I 
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,l 
I I 
I 
I 
I ,. 
1
use for dealing with aggressive behavior: 
1. The baby acts of crying, jerking and writh-
I 
1
ing are ignored. 
I 2. 
l
i first exploratory ventures. 
:I 3. There is the rew.ard and punishment routine 
,, during toilet training. 
I 
The baby is slapped and spanked ror his 
4. The child is scolded when he shows signs or 
1resentment to discipline. 
The child often reacts to these techniques by hitting 
il 
I 
I 1 back directly at parents, or by aggressive attacks on siblings, j 
! or disguised forms or aggressive behavior, because or antici-
1 pated punishment.34 Dollard states the necessity for "some 
' 
I suppression or aggressionn35 because our society is interdepen-
! 
: dent. Each member .learns what acts are defined by society as 
i 
!aggressive acts, by the response which others make to them. 
~ ~ggressive acts injure others and are answered by counter 
I 
1 
aggression. Two general methods or inhibiting aggression are 
I 
\ the reward res ponse and the punishment device. 
I 
Jersild36 writes concerning adult responses to aggressive 1 
I 
lacts in the nursery school. He says the teacher may take steps 
•
1 to settle the dispute, just for the sake of' peace in the group, 
I I ______ _ 
35illQ.. ' p. 77 • 
I' 
36.Arthur Jersild Child Pshcpology (New York: ~l_l _In~_._ ,_l~A7J_,_-=p~!=_2~;..'t:4Q£. Prentice- J 
:l3 
II 
II 
II t4 
f-
il or she may use a situat ion to help children learn friendly 
1\ relations. Children do not lec:, rn social adjustment merely by 
II 
\ 1\l being prevented from fighting. 
~ Korner37 suggests the following method as a solution to 
the problem of anti-social aggression: 
1. To recognize and acknowledge its existence. 
2. To.~xamine its nature, origin and purpose. 
3._ To establish ways of turning destructive 
1 aggression into constructive aggression. 
I · If this "problem of aggression is mismanaged," says 
Korner, it can be a destructive factor in parent-child rela-
tions, and may be the basis for "adult maladjustment.n38 
Breckenridge and Vincent39 describe some techniques .for 
I 
i dealing with anti-social aggressive behavior. Some of them 
I 
have been satisfactory; others have not. 
i' 
1. Ignore signs of aggressive behavior. 
2. Recognize a ggression. Try to redirect it, 
instead of repressing it. 
3. ~void frustrating conditions as far as 
I possible. 
I 
\ 
j! 
4. Provide . planned outlets for aggression. 
5. Investigate possible causes in the child'$ 
37Korner, QQ. cit., P• 80-83. 
38Ibid., p. 84. 
39Breckenridge and Vincent, QQ. cit., p. 455. I II I======= ~==-======-~·il~~~ 
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! 
li£e, which may be causing aggressive £eelings. 
The staff of the Child Study Association40 edited an 
I article on the management of aggression in young children. 
' They tell us that the manner in which parents and teachers deal 
I 
with aggressive actions is important for the final fate of the 
child's aggressive drives. These drives may £ind an outlet in 
constructive energy, or turn into "hostility and vindictive 
I approach to others, or become pent up within the individual. n41 
i During the years of the child 1 s early development, the parents 
I 
1 own in£antile problems are o£ten relived by them, and this 
\ greatly influences their attitudes toward their children. When 
controls are too severe or too £rustrating they only intensify 
I 
I hostility. On the other hand, over-permissive parents are not 
! 
giving their children realistic standa rds. Some restrictions 
are necessary, but they must go hand in hand with love and 
I acceptance of the child. 42 
Sister ~gnes Theresa•s43 article in the Catholic Educa-
tional Review stresses the fact that we need positive techniques 
for dealing with aggressive behavior. She suggests a few 
help.ful rules: 
I __ _ 
4mThe Meaning and Management of .Aggression in Children 
Child Study, Vol. XXVI, No.1 (New York: Child Study Associ-
ation- Winter edition, 1948-49), p. 7-8. 
41Loc. cit. 
42rbid, p. 29. 
43sister ~gnes Theresa Bailey, 2£. cit., p. 428-429. 
-"---=- =-=-~~'---=--===-===--=·-==--=-=lil==l = ---
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1. Remove as many ~rustrating conditions as 
possible. 
2. Suggest a new activity to the child who is 
~rustrated in an activity. 
3. Get the child to settle disputes verbally. 
4. Initiate ~ew 11 don 'i5." 
5. Give the child a chance to blow o~~ steam 
in an acceptable way. 
In 11 Hate in Fancy Clothes," Eisenbud44 states that we 
now have reached a better understanding o~ how to cope with 
aggression. Through research we have learned a good deal, and 
interested parents and teachers are t rying to put the knowledge 
into practice.45 We now realize that the child will quite 
[ naturally develop some aggressiveness, but we can try to avoid 
cause ~or excessive ~rustration. ".As we learn to understand 
I \) about aggressiveness in the child, society itsel~ needs to ~ind 
I; 
I 
ways ~or dealing with mass aggression.46 
The theories in regard to the de~inition o~ aggression 
vary. Some say that it is an original constitutional drive. 
Others say that it is a reaction to experience. All schools o~ 
thought agree that even hostile aggression can be converted to 
use~ and constructive ends. It can be redirected. For 
44Harriet Davis, QQ. cit., p. 23. 
45Loc. cit. 
46Loc. cit. 
=--- ~i~ =· =-==== 
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I practical purposes the question whether aggression was origi-
1 nally constructive or not, seems unimportant. 
I 
1
1 .Aggression can mean "sel:f-asserti veness, n47 and as such . 
it is approved by our society, or it can mean "an act o:f 
l hostility,"48 which is f'rowned upon by our society • .iAggression, 
I 
li in the anti -social sense, occurs in many f'orms. There are the 
/ dir ect, overt acts, such as physical attack, crying and verbal 
' 
threats, and the indirect aggressive acts, such as doing f'or-
bidd en things, and developing :fantasies of' getting even with 
1 people. 
I . 
I .As shown above, research workers tell us there are 
i numerous causes ror aggression, such as thwarting or the child's 
1 
early instincts, tensions in the home, and l a de of affection. 
II However, the practical question or the management or aggression ' 
I in young children is still at issue. Many techniques have been 
suggested, but more research is needed to develop new and 
I I better methods. 
I 
JB. Literature Dealing with Methods :for Observation o:f Aggres-
J sion in Young Children. 
Torgerson49 cites the advantages o:f anecdotal behavior 
records as a good way to observe aggression in the nursery 
!J 
I 
I 
47American Journal o:f Orthopsychiatry, .QQ. cit., p. 384. 
1 
48Loc. cit. 
:1''7 
49Theodore Torgerson, Studying Children (New York: 
:1 Dryden Press, 1947). p. 84. 
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! school. 
I dit· ! J.ons 
He says that the child is observed under natural con-
and no special equipment is required. It provides data 
II 
II 
I 
about children which often cannot be gained in any other way. 
1 He admits that the method has its limitations. The effective-
I j ness of it depends on the skill of the observer and the method 
I of observation. It is a time consuming task and largely limited 
I to problerns of social adjustment . The observer must achieve 
objectivity, even though the method is inclined to be partly 
'I 
I' subjective. 
II Jersild and Mark<;:ty50 made their observations in the form 
I of' a running diary account. They were concerned with the number 
l and kinds of' social contacts initiated by a group of children 
I • 11n a nursery school . They observed each child for a period of 
ten to fifteen minutes in the play group and totaled two and a 
I half' hours for each child. 
Korner•s5l method for observing the expression of hosti-
lity in play was to observe each child in two play sessions. 
In the first session the child was presented with ten incomplete 
11 stories, dealing with routine occurrences, and was a sked to 
1 
complete them in words and play. The second session was a free 
I 
1 play situation, where the child wa s observed among other 
I 50-iU'thur Jersild and Frances Markey, 11 Conflicts Between 
· Pre-school Children. 11 Child Development Monographs, No. 21 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1935), p. 180-181. 
I 
.51Korner, QQ. cit., p. 6-7. 
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children. .~A.fter the observations, the children •s parents were 
I 
interviewed to check on each child's display of host~lity in 
the home, and parent-child relationships were explored to 
discover underlying motives for children's hostility. 
In describing early methods of child study, Thomas52 
says that much of the data in regard to social behavior usually I 
consisted of descriptive accounts, case histories and diary 
records. She admits that these are all good social behavior 
documents, but they are dif•ficult to use as material for 
scientific analysis. They are objective, since they deal with 
11 certain verifiable facts, but they are selective 
I tent because any social behavior act is complex, 
and inconsis-
and it is 
II difficult to record all the facts surrounding it. -At their 
' worst, these records can be a mixture of facts and interpreta-
1 tions so that they have no scientific value. Even at their 
\I best, the selection and emphasis are pretty much dependent on 
the recorder. It is important that data be independent of the 
I 
1 observer's interpretation. Thomas53 lists some techniques for 
observing children in the nursery school. JA. digest of them 
follows: 
1. Each child is followed for a given period 
in the nursery school and a certain overt social behavior act 
II !, --------
for Study-
No. 1 
1 52Dorothy Thomas et al., "Some New Techr1iques 
I 
1. 
I 
ing Social Behavior, •t Child Development Monographs, 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1929), p. 3. 
53Ibid., p. 4. 
I 
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I, is recorded each time it occurs. 
2. Within the larger nursery school group, a 
specific social situation is recorded each time it occurs. The 
I 
I best procedure for developing this technique is to make tenta-
tive catagories of the kinds of physi cal contacts, which can 
, be listed under the general behavior the observer is recording. 
I It is easy to record the number of contacts, but difficult to 
' describe the kinds of contacts. 
11 Berne54 made her observations on a preschool group of 
/i twenty-one two and three year old children over a period of two 
j1 months. She had ten hours of social behavior available for 
' 
each child, at the end of her study. She was attempting to 
estimate the validity of a rating scale of thirty social be-
I havior patterns . She compared results of findings in short 
time samplings in a certain behavior trait, with longer time 
samplings of the same trait. The percentage of agreement on 
I the findings in some types of social behavior was high. For 
1 other traits, the short time samplings did not compare very 
highly with longer time samplings. 
Apel55 worked out her technique for observations while 
she was making a study of aggressive behavior . Her method was 
I 
I 20 
'I 
54Esther V. c. Berne , "The Jidequacy of Samples of Be- II 
: havior Obtained During Short · Observation Periods." In Behavior 
I, of the Preschool Child. Studies in Child Welfare, Vol. IX, 
· No.3 (Iowa: Universityofiowa Press, 1934), p.ll5 . 
=±~I= 55Apel, Loc. cit =. =' =P=·=l=8=5=.==============~L~ 
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truce notes on any aggressive behavior that occurred. When the 
issue was sett led, she would resume general observation of' the 
group until another aggressive act occurred, when she would 
again tal-ce notes. If' an aggressive act occurred while another 
jwas being observed, it was ignored. The purpo se of' her study 
was to f'ind out what characterizes children's behavior when they 
:fight, and what teacher's methods are mo st successful f'or 
I dealing with aggression. 
I ~rington56 says the preschool period is especially 
! :favorable f'or research, 
i 
I' spontaneity of' behavior 
£'actors that aff'ect the 
because of' the relative simplicity and 
in early childhood. However, there are 
reliability of' behavior records, such 
as: 
1. Inadequate def'initions of' units of' behavior. 
2. Dif'f'erence i n perspective of' the observer. 
3. Dif'f'erence in timing ,the length of' children's 
1 activities. 57 
I 
The results of' ~rrington•s study indicate that a minimum 
. of' twenty-f'our f'i ve minute records is needed f'or an a de quat e 
sampling of' the behavior of' individual children. For some 
kinds of' activities, longer periods are required. 
II Young 
II York: 
li 
56Ruth Arrington, "Interrelations in the Behavior of' 
Children" Child Development Monographs, No. 8 (New 
Columbia University Press, 1932), p. 2. 
57Ibid., p. 4. 
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I 
Sells58 reports that the value of' any technique of' direct I 
!Observation is somewhat subjective. He says that the reliabi-
lity of the data can be achieved by standardizing procedure, 
by the pr oper use of recording schedules, by having definite 
1
categories of classi fication, by use of apparatus such as stop 
I 
1 clocks f'or time samplings, and by use of additional observers 
I 
to check on the original observers. The representativeness of 
the population determines the value of the f'indings. Many 
studies are either lacking in these restrictions, or they are 
frankly exploratory in nature.59 
Muste and Sharpe60 observed thirty children in two 
!nursery schools to discover some of the £'actors causing aggres-
1sive behavior in the play group. Two experimental situations 
\were devised in which selected play materials were presented to 
1two children at a time. Each pair of' children was observed in 
leach of the two situations for f i fteen minutes. Aggressive 
jbehaviqr was identif'ied according to certain, specif'ic classi-
1\ fications, set up in categories af'ter a preliminary study by 
the recorder. 
I 
I 
'1 58saul Sells, "Observational Methods of' Research" 
of' Educational Research, Vol. XVIII, No.5 (Dec., 1948), 
I 
Review I 
p. 424. 1 
' I 
59Loc. cit. I 
I I 
I 
\
1 60Myra Muste and Doris Sharpe, "Some Influential Factors 11 
:in the Determination of i.Aggressi ve Beha vior in Pre-school 
1 
!)Children," Child Development Monographs, No. 18 (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1947), p . 11-29. 
I 
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Sears6l describes a study that is being done in the 
Laboratory of Human Development at Harvard on children's agres-
sion. ~ controlled situation is set up for the children in 
1which they can "act out" their feelings of aggression. .lA family 
of dolls are placed in a six room doll house and the child is j 
!allowed to play freely with the family. He is told to tell 
about everything that happens in the house, as he plays. By 
comparing one child's play with another's it can be determined 
hich children are more aggressive in their fantasy. 
There seem to be no "sure fire" techniques for observing 
he aggressive behavior of young children. Research in this 
area is still comparatively new. Investigators appreciate that ~uch remains to be done toward originating and standardizing 
~eliable observational methods. 
c. Some Research Findings in Regard to ~ggression in Young 
!Children. 
i'orner•s62 study was concerned with the amount of: hostile ' 
behavior shown by a group of twenty nursery school children. 
I 
r
om her observations she found that: 
1. -i.A.ggression varied, but it was universal in 
he group. 
2. There were striking inconsistencies between 
61Robert Sears, "Spare the Rod?" Harvard Alumni 
(Cambridge: Harvard University, Feb., 1951), p.386. 
II _ 62Korner, .9£,. ~· , p. 166-170. 
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!hostility expressed in the play group and hostile behavior re-
' 
ported by parents. This suggests that one cannot estimate from 
f he hostility expressed in the play situation how hostile the 
child will be in the real life situation. 
3. Hostility seemed to occur .frequently in 
ent. 
4. There seems to be a relation between parent 
rejection and the amount of hostility shovm by children. 
Jersild and Fite63 made a study on the in.fluence of 
nursery school experience on children's social adjustments. 
They kept diary records on the social behavior of eighteen 
children, in an autumn study, in the nursery school. This was 
1
followed 
I 
by a spring study of the same children. The results 
study are listed here:64 
'of their 
1. There was evidence of' improved security in 
the case of one child, accompanied by an increase in conflicts. 
2. In another case, security made for a decrease 
in conflicts, when the child became accepted in the nursery 
group. 
3. Definite signs of maladjustment were 
63-iArthur Jersild and Mary Fi te, "The Influence of Nursery 
I 
School Experience on Children's Social .iA.djustments." Child 
Development Monographs, No. 25. (New York Bureau of Publica-
l
tions, Columbia University, 1939), p. 98. . 
64Ibid., p. 103-104. 
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accompanied by increase in aggressive behavior in many o£ the 
children. 
4. Conflicts that occurred as offensive tactics 
rather than defensive tactics were usually associated with 
maladjustment on the part of the child. 
5. The number o£ the child's contacts seemed to 
I \ be highly correlated with the chi ld's general activity . 
more contact s he made, the more conflicts he had. 
The 
6. The opportunity for social participation in 
the nursery school did not seem to submerge the child's per-
sonality. 65 
I Caille 1 s66 study was done for the purpose of investiga-
l ting resistant behavior of nursery school children. The sub-
jects of the study were thirty-six children in the nursery 
!school situation. The method used for the study was to make 
controlled observations during the free play situation, and to 
analyze the reports of the language of each child during the 
day. The £allowing conclusions were the result:67 
1. The three year old children in the group .:· 
showed almost twice as much ~esistance as the two year· olds. 
2. Physical resistance tended to decrease with 
65Ibid., p. 109. 
66Ruth Caille, "Resistant Behavior of Pre-school 
jChildren," Child Development Monograph, No . 11, (New York: 
!Columbia University Press, 1933), p. 121. 
I 67Ibid, p. 122. 
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age, while verbal resistance increased . 
3. The number of children present in the group 
seemed to have no effect on the amount of resistance shown by 
the children . 
4. The children tended to show more aggression 
toward children than toward adults. 
5. There was slightly higher aggression among 
boys, and they tended to fight with boys. 
Hattwicl;:68 compared a group of 106 children with nine 
months of nursery school experience, with a control group 
matched for age, sex, race, and economic background, who had 
only six weeks of nursery school experience. The purpose of 
her study was to compare the social behavior of the two groups 
of children. The results obtained showed : 
1. There was improvement in social adjustments 
following nursery school attendance. 
2. There was a decrease in behavior indicative 
of inhibitions following attendance in the nursery school. 
3. There was improvement in routine habits 
after the nursery school experience. 
-lA,pel69 made a study in aggressive behavior in the nursery 
schools. In eight of the schools the children we re from the 
68Berta Hattwick, "The Influence of Nursery School 
Attendance Upon the Behavior and Personality of the Preschool 
Child, Journal of Experimental Education, Vol. V (Dec., 1942), 
p. 685-690. 
69~pel, Op. cit •• p. 188-189. 
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11lower socio-economic class, and in six of the schools the 
children were from the upper socio-economic class. From her 
study, she drew the following conclusions: I II 
1. Aggression over possession of property caused : 
i 
/the highest number of aggressive acts observed. 
2. In the less privileged schools, there was 
more aggression over possession of equipment. 
3. The older preschool children tended to carry 
their aggressive behavior into more rounds. 
4. Teacher• s techniques for dealing with aggres-1 
sive behavior were examined. The techniques were considered 
1: good if the teacher was sincere, if she underst ood the needs of 
1
the individual children, and if she did not intervene too often. 
5. The children's aggression seemed to be some-
.I 
1 what connected with age, general intelligence and economic 
status. 
6. The principle causes for aggression in the 
nursery school were conflict over possession of equipment, 1. 
intrusion into the group, cross purposes, the desire to be 
first, and teasing and annoying. 
In 1947, Muste and Sharpe70 made a study of thirty pre-
school children in order to discuss possible relationships 
,1 between 
I' 
age, sex, mental differences and gross environment with 1 
.I 
ll -----
1
1 70Myra .Muste and D:>ris Sharpe, "Some Influential Factors 
lin the Determina tion of Aggressive Behavior in Pre-school 
J: C.hildren," Cl:1.ild Development Monogra?hs,-~. No. 18, (New York: 
=====rC_oLumbi_~ .Univers~t_y:=Ef'es~ l _947J, ~ · J:l-i::;_g. 
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frequency and types of aggression, and the children's responses 
to aggressive behavior. Standard experimental situations were 
set up for the study, and case studies were made to gain an I 
llunderstanding of .the possible influences of personal experiences I 
jneeds, and qualities in producing individual patterns of aggres- ,· 
sion, which are different from those caused by development 
trends. The results of their f'indings were as follows: 
1. There is a tendency for aggres sive response 
to increase as the child grows older, during the preschool 
period. 
2. The boys _play a more aggressive role. 
3. Environment is a factor in frequency of 
'
aggression, but it does not account for higher frequency of 
!aggression among boys because boys tend to surpass girls in 
II simj_lar environments. Muste and Sharpe tell us that perhaps 
'this is because children have already been influenced by dif-
lferent standards .and expectations, and the difference in their 
!behavior is a reflection of the cultural pattern. 
4. In a rigidly controlled nursery school, all 
types of social responses occurred less frequently, so aggres-
lsion also occurred less frequently. 
5. For some children, frequent aggression is 
a part of vigorous s ocial participation. For others, there 
\seemed to be a situation which demanded retaliation in their 
I 
!lives, or coillpensation for a feeling of inadequacy. 
I 
I 
I 
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McKee71 observed children in the nursery school in rree 
I play, and in doll play, in an attempt to discover relationships 
I betwe en child rearing practices and children 's aggression. 
Mothers were interviewed to determine the severity with which 
I 
jaggression was punished at home. The data permitted a compari-
son or the frequency or aggression occurring both in real life, 
and in play life, under different kinds or punishment at home. 
The most highly punished group was inhibited in overt aggression, 
1in the nursery school, but showed the most aggression in fan-
tasy (the doll play situation). The medium punished group 
showed the highest amount of' overt aggression in the nursery 
school, and the second highest amount of fantasy aggression. 
The low punished group showed approXimately the same amount or 
jovert aggressive behavior in the nursery school as the high 
jpunished group, and they had the lowest amount or fantasy 
aggression in doll play. These findings point to the frustra-
ting errects of the punishment or aggression. 
The foregoing descriptions of studies show that aggres-
lsion is very involved. We are just beginning to realize its 
I 
significance in our children's development, and in our world . 
Research in the field must and will continue£ 
?lJ. McKee, 11 The Relationship Between Maternal Behavior and 
I the J.Aggressi ve Behavior of Young Children"' (Unpublished Ph.D. 
1
1 Thesis, State University or Iowa, 1949). Cited by Robert Sears 
in "Relation or Fantasy &ggression to Interpersonal Aggression" 
IChild Development, Vol. 21, No. l (Society for Research in 
Child Development, 1950) 
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D. Literature Dealing with ~ggression and Cultural Background. 
As a result of their studies of primitive cultures, 
Mead72 and Benedict73 both came to the conclusion that cultural 
differences exist among races and nationalities, but that they 
are not inherited differences. They believe that certain traits 
are developed in a race or nationality because of a particular 
need or condition, and that in the course of a generation, or 
after many generations, situations change, and the same traits 
may not be developed by the same people. 
Benedict74 believes that studies of different cultures 
help us to differentiate between responses that are specific to 
local cultural types and those that are general to ma~kind. 
They also help us to gauge and understand the immensely import-
ant role of culturally conditioned behavior. She says that it 
is easier to study primitive cultures than our own, because the 
former are essentially homogeneous, and the facts of these 
simpler cultures can make the facts of our complex culture less 
puzzling. The whole picture of the individual's habit patterns,
1 
under the influence of his particular culture can best be under-
stood through the study of simpler cultural groups.75 
72Margaret Mead, "Educative Effects of Social Environment \! 
as Disclosed by Studies of Primitive Societies." In Environment 
and Education, Human Development, Vol. I, No. 54. (Chicago: I 
University of Chicago Press, 1942), p. 48-61. 
73Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture (Boston: Houghton 
.Wlifflin Co., 1934) , p. 50. 
74Ibid., p. 55. 
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\ Mead puts much emphasis on the influence of culture on . 
' II children 1 s behavior. She says that the intimate family environ- [ 
ll ment is culturally patterned, and, "the way in which a given 
parent, with a given constitution and a given life history, will ! 
\!mediate these patterns to a child is also culturally patterned . 
Th e smallest detail of particularity in the parent is culturally , llimi ted and culturally distinctive. n76 Mead warns that we can- jl 
~ot make generalizations from the educative process in a 
\primitive culture, any more than we can generalize from the 
!educative process of one individual in our own society. The 
i 
results of any researches, in either category, must be reduced 
lr o fUrther abstraction before they can be valuable for educa-
ional planning i n our changing society.77 
II 
Gillen78 reiterates the view held by many anthro polo gists I 
I 
\and psychologists that, "The cultures of manldnd vary in them-
:selves, but each one has the effect of producing a certain 
~ imilarity in personality among the individuals who practice 
;bhe culture." In the process of socialization, the individual 
II 
'I 
I 
76Mead, QQ. Cit., p. 60-61. 
77Loc. cit. 
I 
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78John Gillen, "Personality Formation: From the Compara- 11 
ti ve Cultural Point of View." From Personality in Nature, ' 
I' ) Society and Culture (New York : Alfred Knopf, Inc., 1948 o. 165. 
II 
i 
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;I 
~  person do e s not ever become so absorbed by his culture that he 
does not have individual personality traits. Gillen 79 believes 
that the studies of many cultures have shown that there is a 
Jl definite correlation between the child's culture and what kind 
lj of an adult he becomes . He says that "so many cultures have 
I 
developed so many kinds of persona lities that the possibility 
of planned personality is very real. n80 If we l-cnow the child 
\training habits of a group we can approximately tell what the 
person will be like. 
I Kluckhohn81 reminds us that the individual is seldom able 'l 
to change,to any great degree, the culture into which he is 
lborn. He must conform to it. He believes that similarities of 
!character \tithin a group are not so much results of constitu-
ional factors, as they are of environment. General tendencies 
of a given group to do things a certain vvay exemplify their 
!culture, but there are always variations, or else all of the 
people in one culture would be just alike , which they are not. 
~ccording to Kluckhohn82 the personality of a person is molded 
I 
his cultural group, so some traits of group members are 
79Gillen, QQ. cit., p. 165-166. 
80Loc. cit. 
8lclyde Kluckhohn and Henry Murray , "Personality Fo~ma-
1\tion: the Determinants. 11 In Personality in Nature, Society 
,
1
and Culture (New Yorl-c: Alfred Knopf Inc., 1948), p. 47-48. 
I! 82Loc, cit, 
I 
i 
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somewhat predictable, ~rom our knowledge o~ the biological, 
social and cultural background of the group. For instance, in 
the United States, there are cultural variations in regions 
between economic and social class, and even between age groups. 
In their boolc, "Father of the Man," Davis and HaVli ghurst8~ 
discuss the relationship between culture and personality . They 
agree with other students of human culture that personality is 
not determined to any great extent by race or nationality. They 
believe it is far more likely that cul t ure patterns are deter-
mined by social environment. They give , a s an example of the 
in~luence o~ class culture, the di fference in aggressive 
patterns of behavior i n a slum society. There, aggression is a 
normal part of li~e. "Readiness to fight is therefore a normal 
part of personality there, and is developed in children from 
two to three years of age.u84 These authors say that a child 
does not inherit aggressiveness. He~arns it from hi s relation-
ships with people. The same situation can cause one child to 
react with aggression and another to react with fear.85 
In the United States, there are three major culture group-
ings influencing personalities at the same time: the general 
~erican culture, social-economic class, and ethnic culture. 
83Alison Davis and Robert Ha~ghurst, Father o~ the Man 
(Boston: Houghton M~ifflin Co., 1947), p. 45-47. 
84Ibid., p. 18. 
85Ibid., p. 5. 
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In each of these groups, diff'erent personality traits are en-
couraged. For example, there is some aggression fostered in 
each social class, but it is shown in different ways and in 
different amounts.86 
Davis and H2.:'1lighurst describe the dual role of person-
ality. It is sometimes the reflection of a person's culture, 
and at other times, it depicts the individuality of a person. 
They believe that a child begins to learn his culture when he 
is a baby, and its power over him increases as he grows older. 
Some personality traits are the result of the general culture 
in whi ch a person lives. Others are determined by the way 
these traits are taught, and the way in which he learns these 
teachings • 87 
Thorpe says, "-Aggressiveness seems to develop with age, 
in the typical JUnerican culture.u88 The infant in the first 
few weeks is neither cooperative nor competitive. The develop-
ing child gradually begins to accomplish things and to possess 
things, whiqh leads to aggressive behavior.89 Thorpe interprets 
the view of anthropologists who have made cornparati ve studies 
on the amount of aggression in American and European children, 
as compared with primitive tribes. The anthropologists feel 
bk: 
86Loc. cit. 
87Ibid., p. 8. 
88Lewis Thorpe, Child Psychology and Development 
Ronald Press, 1946), p. 780. 
89Loc .._cit_. 
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that aggression is .closely related to the particular culture 
pattern in which the child develops.90 Furthermore, research 
workers have found that many social character qualities, which 
were thought to be inherited, are more likely the results of 
cultural surroundings. The trait of aggres s ion is more modiri-
able than was formerly thought.9l 
~n interesting study was done by Hallowell92 on aggres-
sion in Salteaux society. In hi s paper he demonstrated how 
the forming personality , in the particular primitive tribe 
learns to control and express aggression according to the 
socially acceptable pattern . Instead of expressing aggressive 
reelings overtly, the Salteaux is taught to displace and 
rationalize his aggression by means or rancirul dreams against 
his enemy. There is very little outward expression or aggres-
sion in this society, but there is a deep undercurrent of hate 
and revenge among these people. 
ICLineberg93 writes that there are wide variations in 
aggressive behavior among the dirrerent races and cultures. 
The amount of aggressive behavior seems to be determined by the 
90Thorpe, QQ. cit., p . 781 . 
91Loc. cit. 
92.A. Irving Hallowell, 11iiggression in Saulteaux Society" 
~n Personality in Nature , Society and Culture (New York: 
Alfred Knopf, Inc., 1951), p . 204. 
93otto Klineberg, Race Differences (New York: H~rper 
and Peros, 1935), p. 266. 
life conditions and the traditions of the particular culture. 
Conflicts between people seem to be inevitable, but culture 
determines its expression. He believes that the study of 
children in different communities has a particular significance 
in the discussion of race and culture, because when the 
children of different cultures are compared, the differences 
in their behavior are in the process of formation, and some-
thing can be learned about the educational forces which are 
operat ing.94 
Breckenridge and Vincent95 observe that in our general 
~merican culture a certain amount of aggressive behavior is a 
normal part of early social development. A child who never 
fights is a child who lacks normal, active contacts with other 
children, and is usually maladjusted or immature. They remind 
us that a child in our competitive culture must "stick up for 
his rights. 11 They say that we. expect our children to work 
aggressively for success and yet they must bow to punishment 
from adults. This situation causes confusion to both adults 
and children. Children must l earn what to fight for, when to 
fight for it, against whom, and by what methods. The authors 
stress the fact that these are all "complicated learnings" in 
our culture. 96 
94Loc. cit. 
95Breckenridge and Vincent, QQ. cit., p. 457-458. 
96Loc. cit. 
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Breclcenridge and Vincent tell us that we must understand 
the culture in which the child is trained, in order to under-
stand the child. Ror example, a child in an orthodox Jewish 
home, or in an Italian home close to the European tradition 
may be dearly loved, but badly disciplineq,while a child ~rom 
a typical ~erican home may be beauti~lly disciplined, but 
still have underlying emotional di~ficulties. The writers ~eel 
that, "The impact o~ culture on the development of the indi-
vidual is not so much the patterns of behavior set by the 
group, but the retaliative behavior these patterns develop.97 
Koshuk98 describes the social influences a~fecting the 
behavior o~ children. She claims that many experts in the 
field o~ child study have ignored or discounted the in~luence 
o~ environment, physical and social, counting only on native 
endowment and maturation. They have implied that the behavior 
o~ any preswnably normal group o~ children is typical o~ 
children in general. Koshuk99 believes that the conditions 
under which children are studied in their social backgrounds, 
is very important . Some children must adapt to groups like 
the home and the nursery school, whose code and methods o~ 
social control are often contradictory, while other children 
97LG\c. cit. 
98Ruth Koshuk, "ocial Influences A~~ecting the Behavior 
of Young Ch±ldren" Society for Research in Child Development , 
Vol. VI, No.2 (Wash., D. c. National Research Centr~l94l) p.2 
99rbid., p. 6. 
live among groups who function alike . The analysis of" the home 
environment is of prime importance in order to fUlly understand 
a child's behavior.lOO 
~ringtonlOl reaffirms the fact that a child's behavior 
is predetermined to a great extent by the kind of environment 
in which he is born and educated. She feels that there is need 
for attack on the problem of environmental differences in the 
early years, and she says that , "The essential background for 
the evaluation of individual behavior is a knowledge of the 
social and cultural patterns for pre-school children of differ-
ent races, nationalities and economi c levels, with more emphasi 
on the cult ural patt erns of behavior." She thinks that we need 
reliable observational records of the process of acquisition of 
cultural and personality traits in children. 
As is shown in the foregoi ng section, anthropologists 
are generally agreed that there are cultural differences in 
personality traits, among various races and nationalities, and 
t hat they are not inherited differences. They believe that 
certain personality chara cteristics are developed among various 
peoples, because of particular needs or conditions. Studies 
of primitive cultures, which are less complex than our own, 
lOOLoc. cit. 
lOlRuth Arrington, "The I mpact of Environment on the 
Social and CUltural Development of the Pre-school Child" 
Journal of Educational Sociology, Vol. X, No. ~ (April, 1937), 
P. 451-463. 
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seem to be the best method i.'or learning how cultural traits 
are transmi t_t ed, and what retaliative behavior is caused by 
their transmission. From this knowledge, psychologists and 
educators can attempt to devise an educational process which 
will help to minimize the i.'rustrations existing in children, 
under cultural pressures. 
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CRAPI'ER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
A . Introduction: 
The present study seeks to make a comparison of anti-
social aggressive behavior in t wo philant~ropic nursery schools, 
where the children represent different ethnic groups, but are 
in the same socio-economic environment. The children in one 
school come from homogeneous family backgrounds of South Italian 
descent. The backgrounds of the other group are heterogeneous . 
Three races and ten national backgrounds are represented in it. 
The families live in a section which is a "melting pot" of many 
nationalities. Through gradual and constant intermingling, the 
individual nationalities have become so absorbed in the lower 
cla ss .American culture around them, that they no longer repre-
sent any particular ethnic group. On the other hand the 
homogeneous group still remai n in a neighborhood which is still 
predominantly South Italian in character. Because of that, the 
people are less inclined to change, and third and f ourth gene-
rations of .Americans of Italian descent still cling to many of 
their cultural patterns and keep the identity of their ethnic 
group . 
In the book, "The Italian Contri bution to Jim.erican 
Democracy," by John Mariano, the author describes what he calls 
4.0 
the "cultural traits" of the second generation Italian-American 
in New York City in 1921.102 Many of the charact eristics which 
he describes, seem to persist in the third and fourt h genera-
tion Americans of' Italian extraction, in the North end of' 
Boston tDday , in 1951. Family ties are still very s t rong. 
Religious life is spasmodi c, and must be stimulated by religi-
ous celebrations or appeal to the dramatic i nstinct. The 
people are thrifty and industrious. They are cheerful, f'riendl., 
s ympathetic and emotional. On ij:he whole, they are satisfied 
with a low standard of living. They have a tendency to seek 
Italian neighborhoods and live in overpopulated areas, which 
stamps their settlements as foreign. It is difficult to tell 
which of these traits are attributable to cultural background, 
and which to low economic class. This subject needs to be 
investigated . It is hoped that future research on social-class 
environment versus ethnic environment will broaden our knowledgE 
of the developmental process of personality . 
The present study deals with a small sampling of' nursery 
school children , and it is concerned with only one personality 
trait , anti-social aggress i veness . · The writer realizes that 
no definite conclusions can be drawn from her study, but she 
hopes that it will add to other studies on aggression in young 
l02John Mariano, The Italian Contribution to J:unerican 
Democracy (Boston : Christopher P~blishing House, 1921), 
p. 87-91. 
children. She also hopes that it will help to emphasize the 
impact of cultural and social environment on the development 
of personality characteristics in young children. 
B. Subjects Studied : 
The writer selected two philanthropic nursery schools 
for this study, and she· made her observations in the three 
year old group in each school. In the first nursery school, 
hereinafter called School ~' all of the t we lve children in the 
three year old group, except one child of Irish descent, are 
white children of South Italian extraction, in the lower socio-
economic strata. In the second school, hereinafter called 
School B, three races and ten different national backgrounds 
are represented. The families of these children are also in 
the lower economic brackets. There are two three year old 
groups in School B, eight childr·en in the older group of three 
year olds,, and nine in the younger of three year olds. The 
writer divided her time equally bet we en the three groups , in 
order to see both the older and younger groups of thre e year 
olds i n School B, and thus make a more accurate comparison with 
the three year old group in School A, whose ages range from two 
years, nine months to four years, one month. Seventeen 
children were observed in School B, the heterogeneous group. 
Twelve children were observed in School .A , the homogen eous 
group. The writer chose these two nursery schools for her 
observat i ons, because the children seemed to be alike in all 
-- -------------------------------
essential factors, except race and national background. 
School~ is located in a social settlement agency in the 
North End of Boston, which is a thickly populated section, 
where practically allof the people are of South Italian descent. 
Many of them are first and second generation Italians. This 
part of Boston has been described as "the most congested area in 
the world .".;, The people live in blocks of attached tenements 
which are usually five stories high, and most of the families 
are crowded into three or four rooms regardless of the size of 
the family. The area is chiefly commercial, and the Boston 
market district is located in the midst of the tenements. 
School B was established in 1870, and is the oldest day 
nursery in Boston. It is situated in Boston ' s South End, which 
has a constantly shifting population. Although it is not as 
c:vowded as the North End, it is still a densely populated, low 
rental area. It is very much a "rooming house" section, and 
most of the families live in run down, antiquated houses, which 
have been made over into "flats." The section •s immigrant 
history is reflected in the many races and nationalities which 
are represented there. The white race, the American negro and 
the yellow race, together with such nationalities as the 
English, Irish, Russians, Syrians, Greeks, Italians, Chinese 
and Puerto Ricans have left the imprint of their particular 
'~'"From The Boston Housing Report of 1945. 
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cultures. Through the years the groups have intermingled and 
have become absorbed in the general .American lower class cul-
ture around them. 
The ages o~ the children in t he two nursery schools are 
nearly the same, the average age varying by only one month. In 
School J..., the average age is three years and ~our months . In 
School B, the average age is three years, ~ive months . Tables 
I and II show the ages o~ the children in the two nursery 
schools. 
TABLE !_ 
~ges of children in three year old group as of May 1, 1951 
School iA 
iAGE IN 
CHILD YEARS .AND MONTHS 
.Anthony 4 1 
Beverly 4 1 
Diane 4 0 
Rickie 4 0 
Jo-Jo 3 11 
Janice 3 8 
Bobby 3 6 
Nino 3 4 
.Angela 3 2 
Chippy 3 1 
Joan 3 0 
Dotty .Ann 2 9 
average age 3 years 4 months 
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TABLE II 
Ages of children in tl~ee year old groups as of May 1, 1951 
School B 
AGE IN 
CHILD YEtARS AND MONrHS 
Benjie 4 2 
Barbie 4 2 
Dennis 4 0 
Eddie 4 0 
1lichael 4 0 
Hohnny 3 ll 
Suzy 3 9 
Arthur 3 9 
Jimmy ':2: 8 '-' 
Jackie 3 7 
Judy 3 7 
Frankie 3 5 
Sheryl 3 5 
LeRoy 3 4 
Sammy 3 3 
Patty 3 3 
Rocky 3 2 
average age 3 years 5 months 
In School ~, the boys and girls are equally divided. In 
~chool B there are more than twice as many boys as girls in the 
~wo three year old groups . 
TABLE III 
Table showing sex differences in 
School ~ compared with School B. 
Boys 
Girls 
Totals 
SCHOOL A 
6 
6 
12 children 
SCHOOL B 
12 
5 
17 children 
The general intelligence o~ the childr,en in the two 
schools is about the same. The average I. Q. o~ the twelve 
children in School A is 99 .4. The average I. Q. o~ ~if'teen o~ 
th~ seventeen children in School B is 106. Tables IV and V 
show the mental ages and I. Q. 'S o~ the two groups o~ children. 
TABLE IV 
Results o~ Stan~ord-Binet tests o~ Children in three 
year old group - School A., as o~ June 1, 1951. 
NAME OF CHILD C. A. "'1 A l.L' • ' • I • Q. 
Janice 3.9 4.5 118 
Dotty 2.9 3.1 112 
Bobby 3.7 3.11 109 
;Angela 3.3 3.5 105 
Jo-Jo 3.11 4.0 102 
Ri Cl{ie 4.1 4.0 102 
Chippy 3.2 3.2 100 
Joan 3.0 2.11 97 
Nino 3.5 3.2 93 
Anthony 4.2 3.6 84 
Beverly 4.2 3.4 80 
Diane 4.1 3.1 77 
GROUP ,AVERAGE 3.4 3.4 99.4 
Language may have been a ~actor j_n making School fA lower 
than School B, because the children hear Italian spoken at home 
by their parents and their grandparents . 
TABLE V 
Results o~ Stanf'ord-Binet tests o~ ~if'teen children in 
the three year old groups - School B, as o~ June 1, 1@51.. 
NAME OF CH.LLD C. A. M • .!A • I. Q. 
Jacl{ie 3.7 4.7 128 
Judy 3.7 4.7 128 
Eddi e 4.1 5.1 124 
(Cont.) 
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Table V (Cont.) 
Name o.f Child C. .A. M. iA. I • Q • 
Frankie 3.6 4.1 117 
Barbie 4.2 4.10 116 
Benjie 4.4 4.9 110 
Sammy 3.4 3.8 110 
Michael 4.1 4.2 102 
Sheryl 3.5 3.5 100 
Patty 3.4 3.4 100 
Jimmy 3.7 3.6 98 
Johnny 4.0 3.9 94 
Suzy 3.9 3.6 93 
LeRoy 3.5 3.2 93 
.Arthur 3.10 3.5 89 
GROUP AVERAGES 3.5 3.7 106 
There were two children absent at the time the I. Q. 1 s 
were given in School B. 
Table VI shows the average chronological age, mental age, 
and I. Q. o.f the children in School .A, compared with the 
children in School B. 
AVERAGES 
School .iA 
School B 
TABLE VI 
c. ;A . M. A . 
3 yrs. 4 mos. 3 yrs. 4 mos. 
3 yrs. 5 mos. 3 yrs. 7 mos. 
I • Q . 
99.4 
106 
4it the t 1me o.f this study, .four of the families of the 
twelve children in school A had only one child; five o.f the 
.families had two children; one .family had three children; one 
.family had .four children. (The .family which had .four children 
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had two children in the three year old group .') 
Nine of the t welve chi ldren were first babies in their 
families. Two of the children were the youngest in their 
families. One was the second oldest in her family. Four were 
only children. 
The table below shows the number of children in each 
family, and the child's position in it - School A. 
TABLE VII 
Number of children in each family 
and child's position in it - School A. 
NAME OF CIDLD 
Diane) 
Joan ) Same 
Jo-Jo) Family 
Nino 
Bobby 
.AAthony 
Janice 
Richie 
Dotty 
Angela 
Beverly 
Chippy 
NUMBBR OF 
CHILDREN IN FAMILY 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
·1 
POSITION IN FAMILY 
Oldest 
Second oldest 
Youngest 
Oldest 
Youngest 
Oldest 
Oldest 
Oldest 
Only child 
Only child 
Only child 
Only child 
Three of the families in the t hree year old group in 
School B had only one child; ten of the families had two child-
ren; two families had four children; one family had five 
children; one family had six children. Tvvelve of the seventeen 
children were the youngest in their families. Two were the 
second youngest. None of the children were the oldest in their 
families except the three who were only children . 
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Table VIII shows the number of' children in each f'amily, 
and the child's position in it - School B. 
T-IABLE VI II 
Number of' children in each f'amily and 
child's position in it - School B. 
NAME OF CHILD 
Benjie 
Dennis 
Judy 
Rocky 
Barby 
Eddie 
Arthur 
Michael 
Johnny 
Sheryl 
Frankie 
Jackie 
LeRoy 
Jimmy 
Suzy 
Patty 
Sammy 
NUMBER OF 
CHI LDREN IN F-iAMILY 
6 
5 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
1 
POSITION I N FAJilliLY 
Second youngest 
Second youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Youngest 
Only child 
Only child 
Only child 
Table IX shows the average numbers of' children in the 
f'amilies, and the average position of the nursery school chi ld 
in t he f'amily, in School A, as compared with School B. 
;Average number 
of' children 
per f'amily 
.Average Family 
position of' 
child 
TABLE IX 
S6HOOL lA 
2 
oldest 
SCHOOL B 
2 
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T~e occupations of the parents in the two nursery school~ 
~re simil~r. In School A, two of the fathers are skilled 
llaborers; one is a clerical worker; one is part ovmer of a con-
struction company. Only four of the mothers in School J.A are 
employed, one is a clerical worker, and three are factory 
workers. Table X shows the occupations of the parents in 
School .A . 
T-ABLE X 
Occupations of Parents of Children in 
three year old group - School A 
NAME OF CHILD 
;Antho~y 
Bever~y 
Diane 
Joan 
Jo-Jo 
Ricki~ 
Janie~ 
Bobby 
Nino 
-lAngel~ 
Chipp~ 
Dot t y Ann 
OCCUPATION OF 
MGfHER 
.IA.t home 
Factory stitcher 
.:At home 
./At home 
Factory worker 
At home 
At home 
J.At home 
.At home 
At home 
Factory worker 
Clerical worl-cer 
OC CU P.A:r I ON OF 
FATHER 
Fruit peddler 
Chauffeur 
Fruit peddler 
Fruit peddler 
Broken home 
Clerical worker 
Owner of con-
struction company 
Trucl-c driver 
Laborer 
Electrician 
Telegraph operator 
(Father dead) 
In school B, one father is a skilled laborer; one is at -
~ending cpllege; one is in the army; one is an entertainer; six 
are unski~led laborers; one ovms his ovm grocery store. 
Th~rteen of the seventeen mothers are employed; one is a 
~ecretary; two do sewing at home; one is a waitress; five are 
1Pactory wprlcers; three .do housecleaning; one mother owns a 
\1 tore witp her husband. 
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Table XI shows the occupation of the parents in School B. 
T~BLE XI 
Occupations of parents of children in 
three year old groups - School B. 
MA.ME OF CHILD OCCUPMION OF 
MGrHER 
OCCUPATION OF 
FATHER 
Patty· 
Sheryl 
Jimmy 
Sammy 
Judy 
Jackie 
Rocky 
LeRoy 
Frankie 
Michael 
Suzy 
Johnny 
Benjie 
Barby 
~Arthur 
Dennis 
Fildie 
Sewing at home 
Mother's aid 
Factory stitcher 
Factory stitcher 
Housecleaning 
Factory stitcher 
Factory stitcher 
.At home 
Waitress 
~vns grocery store 
with husband 
Chambermaid 
Housecleaning 
.At home 
Factory stitcher 
Mother •s aid 
Sewing at home 
Secretary 
Army 
(Broken Home) 
Waiter 
~bulance driver 
(Brolcen Home) 
Factory stitcher 
Factory stitcher 
Maintainance 
worker 
Machinist 
Owns grocery store 
(Broken Home) 
Entertainer 
College 
(Broken Home) 
(Broken Home) 
Butcher 
(Broken Home) 
Table XII shows the comparisons of the occupations of the 
parents in School A with School B. 
School .A 
School B 
. . 
MGrHERS 
D:iP.-NOT EMP. 
4 7 
13 4 
TJ).BLE XII 
F4crHERS EMP . 
9 
10 
· e · ()fl l)flj \·~·1' o j t)' 
'c)J"ol of . lor. 
Ltbro<"<.l' 
BROKEN HOiviES or HER 
1 
6 
1 
Father 
dead 
1 
Father 
:Ln coll • 
In School ~, only four of the mothers are employed. This 
is probably due to the great .number of broken homes in School B, 
six of them . There is only one broken home in School A, and in 
another family, the father i s dead. 
NAME OF CHILD 
Anthony 
Beverly 
Diane 
Joan 
Jo-Jo 
Ricki e 
Janice 
Bobby 
Nino 
~gel a 
Dotty Ann 
TABLE XIII 
Table showing the race and national 
background of the parents - School A. 
NATIONALITY OF FATHE;R NATIONALITY OF MOTHER 
I talian - second gen. Italian 
-
second gen. 
Italian 
-
second gen. I t alian - second gen . 
Italian - second gen. Italian - second gen. 
Italian 
-
second gen. Italian - second gen. 
I talian - second gen. Italian - second gen . 
I talian - second gen. Italian 
-
second gen . 
Italian - second gen . Italian - first gen . 
Italian - third gen . Italian 
-
second gen. 
Italian 
-
first gen. Italian - fir s t gen . 
Italian - second gen. Italian - second gen. 
Irish - third gen. Irish - fourth gen. 
In the three year old group at School A , all of the 
children except one are of South Italian descent . This is in 
striking contrast to School B, where three races and ten differ-
ent · national backgrounds are represented ·~ 
NAME OF 
CHILD 
benjie ~arby 
!hrthur 
1))ennis 
TABLE XIV 
Table showing the race and national 
background of the parents in School B. 
NATI ONALITY OF FATHER 
Puerto Rican 
Greek 
Chinese-Irish 
Japanese 
- f irst gen. 
- second gen. 
- second gen . 
- second gen . 
NATIONALITY OF MOrHER 
Puerto Rican - first gen . 
Italian - $econd gen . 
Italian - second gen. 
Japanese - second gen . 
(Cont .) 
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Table XIV (cont.) 
~--~--------------------------------~,! 
Nationality of Mother !I 
Name of 
Child Nationality of Father 
Eddie Syrian 
-
second gen. 
Michael Italian - First gen. 
Jimmy iUnerican negro 
Suzy .American neg~Uo 
Judy Irish 
-
second gen. 
Sheryl American negro 
Patty Polish second gen. 
Jimmy Greek - first gen . 
Sammy Syrian - second gen. 
Rocl-{:y Italian 
-
second gen. 
LeRoy American negro 
Frankie Russian - second gen. 
Jaclcie Italian - second gen. 
Syrian - second gen. ! 
Italian - First gen. j 
American negro 
American negro I 
Italian - second gen. 
no record 
English 
Greek 
Syrian 
Greek 
.American 
Syrian 
Italian 
first gen. 
- first gen. 
- second gen. 
- second gen . 
negro 
- second gen. 
- second gen. 
There is great similarity in religious affiliation in 
School~. ~11 of the fami lies except one are Roman Catholics. 
I 
This one family is Protestant Episcopal. No records of the 
religious affi liations of the families are kept in School B• 
I 
,
1
. Most of the families are Roman Catholic, and Greek and Syrian 
II orthodox. ~ few are Protestants. 
11 The foregoing tables show that in important variables 
I ·~ such as age , general intelligence, parent occupations, and size 
I of family, the two nursery school groups are Slmilar, but in 
ethnic baclcground , they are very different. 
II\ School .A was originally started as a play school for 
ii emotionally disturbed children. It serves now as a nursery 
II school for the children of the neighborhood . .Admission to the 
I 
II 
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1: school is based on the needs of the family, rather than on the 
' degree of emotional disturbance of the child. Working mothers 
li are given preference, broken homes, poor living conditions , 
sickness in the family, and financial difficulties are other 
factors which are considered. "Difficult" children (not clini -
1 
1
cal cases), are also admitted when it is felt that the child 
'!will benefit from the nursery school experience. Fees are on a 
!sliding scale, according to the inc:)me of the parents and the 
I 
size of the family. 
School B has practically the same admission policy as 
School A. The needs of individual famili es are considered 
according to their economic, emotional, social or . health prob-
lems, or a combination of these. Fees are based on a sliding 
!scale, in keeping with the income and size of the family . 
I 
I The programs of the two nursery schools are much alike. 
1They are flexible to the needs of the children . Certain acti-
l 
vities have to be arranged to meet the needs of the other 
I 
!!groups in both schools. Tables XV, XVI and XVII show the 
)!programs for the three year old groups, which were in effect at 
he time of this study. 
II 
)I 
II ,, 
..,.~--==~ 
II 
.I 
I 
TABLE XV 
Daily Program - Three Year Old Group 
School A 
9:00 - 9:45 
9:45 - 9:55 
9:55 - 10:10 
10:10 -10:25 
Health inspection and 
free play 
Toileting 
Rest 
Juice (Cont.) 
.f 
I 
I 
I 
(Cont.) 
10:25 - 10:35 
10:35 - 11:20 
11:20 - 11:35 
11:35 - 11:50 
11:50 - 12:20 
12:20 - 12: 40 
12:40 -
2:30 -
2:30 
3:20 
TABLE XVI 
Daily Program - Group I 
School B · 
8:30- 9:00 -Arrival - Health . 
9:00- 9:30 
9:30-10:00 
10:00-11:00 
11:00-11:30 
11:30-12:00 
Inspection 
- Creative Play 
Toilet , Juice 
Rest 
Dress, Out door 
Play 
- Free Play 
- Story, Music, 
1 2 :00-12:30 
12:30- 2:30 
Wash for Dinner 
Dinner 
Nap - Toilet 
Milk I' 
I 
2:30- 3:00 
3:00- 4:00 
I 
I 
Free Play, 
Dismissal 
Music 
Creative activities 
Toileting - Wash for 
Story 
Dinner 
dinner 
Toileting - Preparing 
for nap 
Sleep 
Free play - dismissal 
TABLE XVII 
Daily Program - Group II 
School B 
8:3b- 9:00 - Arrival - Health 
Inspect i on 
9:00- 9:30 - Free play 
9:30-10:00 - Toilet, Juice, 1 
Rest 1 
10:00-10:30 - Creative Material 
10:30-11:45- Toilet, Wash for ! 
12:00-12:30 
12:30- 2:30 
2:30- 3:00 
3:00- 4:00 
Dinner, Rest on · 
cots, Picture 
books 
- Dinner 
- Nap 
- Toilet - Milk 
- Free Play, 
Dismissal 
I The philosophy of the two nursery schools is the same. 
sin a building which houses an industrial school, for teaching ~ 
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di~ferent trades, and a settlement house ~or the people of the 
neighborhood. The nursery school is on the third floor, where 
the nursery office and three nursery rooms are located. The 
home room for the three year old group is small, but they have 
the use of one of the other rooms ~or creat ive activities. 
There is a small ~enced-in roof and an adjacent playroom, used 
by both the ~our year old group and the three .year old group. 
The children eat in the largest nursery school room, and each 
group sleeps in its own home room. The equipment is good, and 
the play space is adequate, although i t is small. 
The building in which $chool B is located has been used 
for many years a s a da}' nursery . It is an old building, but 
it continues to serve it s purpose. The two three year old 
groups are on the second ~loor. Each group has a separate 
home room adjoining a bathroom which is shared by the two 
groups. The children eat in their own home rooms; they go up 
to sleep on t he third floor. Play time must be divided between 
all o~ the groups in the small yard and on the porch. The equip 
ment is good, and the play space, although small, is adequate. 
c. Procedure: 
Be~ore beginning her observations, the writer found it 
necessary to arrive at her own definition of an anti -social 
aggressive act. For the purpose of this study it was decided 
that anti-social aggressive behavior would be defined as any 
act by which a child purposely initiates hostile behavior 
\1 II :a::~t another person, property or materials, or threatens to 
The writer made trial observations on three days in her 
own nursery school (School A), for the purpose of devising a 
J method for classifi cat ion of such acts. .:At the end of the 
11 trial period she enumerated the aggressive acts, and divided 
ii them into the categories shown in Table XVIII . 
I' 
II 
I 
TABLE XVIII 
Kinds of aggressive acts and examples 
of each collected in trial observation. 
!i .AGGRESSIVE J..CT EX.AMPLES 
I --~~~~~~~~------------------~~~=-~----------------~ 
II 
1: 1. 
i\ 
\I 
\J 2. 
I! 
~ I 
,3. 
I ,4. 
I 
5. 
I 
I 
I 
1\ 6. 
r 
I 
II 
ll 
Conflict over use 
of equipment 
Hitting 
Pushing and Pulling 
Ki eking and throw-
ing things 
Cross-purposes 
Teasing and 
Annoying 
1. Beverly left the bike. .Angela I 
took it. Beverly ran back and 
tried to get .Angela off. 1 
.Angela refused to give up bike . 1 
2. .Anthony slapped Nino when Nino 
was in his way on jungle gym . 
Nino cried and hit Anthony . 
3. Diane and Bobby both wanted to 
close playroom door. Diane 
pushed Bobby away. He pushed 
her. 
4. Teacher took Nino 1 s hand to go 1 
into the bathroom. He kicked 
her and pushed her away. 
5. Jo-Jo and Chippy were building 
1 
a garage out of blocks. Nino · 
took the blocks away to make a 
railroad. 
6. Rickie threw sand down Jo-Jo's 
back when they were playing in 
the sand box. 
(Cont .) 
if!: '~ 
'-> ,. 
L I 
I 
Table XVIII (Cont.) 
Aggressive .Act 
7. Disrupting activity 
Examples 
7. .Anthony knocked down the block 
building that Rickie and Jo-Jo 
built. 
18· Rivalry for teacher B. Vito and Dotty wanted the 
teacher to pick them up. They 
pushed each other away from 
her. 
The writer decided that the actions of the victim of the 
aggressive act were important because his reactions would help 
to determine the outcome of the act. From her trial observa-
showed the possible outcomes of the aggressive acts. These are 
shown in Tables XVIX and XX. 
TABLE XIX 
Possible Reactions of Victims to 
.A.ggressi ve Acts 
REAG:riONS OF VIcriMS EXAMP.LES 
1 . Resistance 
2 . Flight 
1. .Angela refused to get off bike 
when Beverly tried to take it 
from her . 
2. Nino ran away from .~Anthony 
when Anthony threatened to 
hit him. 
3. Cooperation 
! 
3. Bobby moved out of Janice's 
way when she slapped him 
during story time. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
(Cont.) 
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Table XIX (Cont.) 
Reactions of Victims 
4. Passivit y 
Examples 
4. Beverly stood doing nothing 
when Bobby slapped her for 
trying to get bike back from 
/l.ngela. 
TiiBLE XX 
Possible Outcomes of 
Aggressive Acts 
POSSIBLE OUTCOJ!i.E 
1. Teacher interference 
2. Children settle issue 
3. Aggressive acts de-
velop into new 
issues 
4. Issue peters out 
EXAMPLES 
1. Teacher separated Rickie and 
Jo-Jo in sand box when Rickie 
was teasing Jo-Jo. 
2. Ri ckie and Jo-Jo scolded 
Anthony for knocking down 
their blocl~ building. He 
helped them rebuild it . 
3. Diane tried to take Joan' s 
carriage . Teacher found a new 
carriage for Diane. Joan left 
her carriage and tried to get 
new carriage from Diane. 
4. Beverly walked away when 
J\.ngela refused to give up 
bike. She went over to the 
jungle g~ill and climbed up. 
It was also decided to briefly describe the situation in 
which the aggressive act occurred in order to see the possible 
causes of each aggressive act. 
II The final form of the check list was compiled in the 
IJ manner shown in the following table. 
I' 
I 
i 
II 59 
I 
SI TUJiTION 
Diarn is 
EXAMPLES playing with 
Joan •s doll 
TABLE XXI 
Form ror Observing 
~ggressive Behavior 
AGGRESSIVE REA GriON 
ACT OF VIGriM 
Joan tries Diane cries 
to take doll and hits 
rrom Diane Joan 
ENDING 
SITUATI ON 
Teacher finds 
a new doll 
ror Joan 
The writer used this rorm ror every observation, and as 
aggressive acts occurred, she was able to jot down the racts 
under the appropriate columns . 
The writer made her rirst observa tions in School B, the 
heterogeneous group. There were two groups or three year olds , 
and the vvri ter divided h er time equally between the two groups . 
She obser ved each group during rour two and a halr hour morning 
sessions. The writer us ed her check list as a guide during her 
obse r vations . She remained unobtrusively in a distant section 
or the room as much as possible, but she was allowed to circu-
late freely among the children whenever it was necessary to 
observe a situati on at a closer range . If the writer railed 
to see an aggressive act, and the teacher noticed it, the 
teacher described it to the writer, and she included it in her 
observations . The wri ter alternated her observations in the 
two groups. She began by observing the older group ror two 
days, rollowed by two days or observation in the younger group . 
The second week , she reversed the order, and observed the 
younger group the rirst part or the week , and the older group 
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'I 
lthe latter part of' the week. 
( The writer carried on her observations in School A, the 
I 
!homogeneous group , with the same observational outline. Because 
i jshe was the teacher in this group, it was dif.'f.'icult to arrange 
a schedule f.'or observations, exactly like the one used in School \ 
I 
B. She tried to observe the three groups in the two schools on 
the same days of the week, the same amount of' time each day, 
I land during the same activities. 
I The children were observed in a natural setting, during 
I 
,~heir regularly scheduled morning activities. No artif.'icial, 
llexperimental situation was devised f'or the purpose. The study 
II 
lr as done in the second half' of' the second semester, so the 
ljchi ldren were at home with the teachers and with each other. 
1The writ er was f'amiliar with the children , because she was a 
II 
lf eacher in School A, and she had been a substitute teacher in 
1school B, f.'or a short period during the previous year. 
[1 Fbr this study, a total of' thirty hours of' observation 
~as carried on in two nursery schools. The time was equally 
lhi vided between the three groups of' children in the two nursery 
~chools. Ea ch group was observed during i'our two and a half' 
r our morning sessions. Table X.XII shows the observation 
~ chedule i'or the two schools. 
I 
I 
=====~~=======================================~===== 
II 
II 
\, 
I 
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TABLE XXII 
Observation Schedule 
e MONDAY TUESDiiY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
School B School B School B School B 
Group I Group I Group II Group II 
-iilpril 9 April 10 .April 12 .April 13 
9:00 - 11 : 30 9:00 - 11 : 30 9 :00 - 11 : 30 9:00 - 11:30 
School B School B School B School B 
Group II Group II Group I Group I 
$ipril 16 .lApril 17 .April 19 .April 20 
9:00 - 11:30 9 :90 - 11 : 30 9 :00 - 11 : 30 9 :00 - 11:30 
School A School .A School :A School A 
May 7 May 8 May 3 May 4 
9 :00 - 11 :30 9:00 - 11:30 9 :00 - 11 : 30 9 :00 - 11 : 30 
CHAPI'ER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In order to compare anti-social aggressive behavior in 
groups of children whos e cultural background is similar with 
that in groups of· children whose cultural background is dis-
similar, the writer observed for thirty hours in the two 
nursery schools described in Chapter III. There were three 
groups of three year old children, one in School A (twelve 
children), and two in School B (seventeen children). Each of 
these groups was in charge of a trained and experienced nursery 
school teacher, and each teacher had a student teacher helping 
her. 
The writer used the original form shovv.n in Chapter III, 
page 60, for her observations. She arranged the time sequences 
so that the groups were observed on the same days of the week, 
during the same activities, and for the same number of hours. 
The writ er recorded the situation in which the aggressive act 
occurred, the aggressive act, the victim ' s reaction, and the 
final outcome of each situation. The analysis of the data from 
four days of observations in each group follows: 
Number of J.A.nti -Social .!Aggressive .Acts : 
The writer recorded seventy aggressive acts in the two 
nursery schools. Twenty-nine aggressive acts occurred in the 
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homogeneous group, School A, where the average attendance was 
ten children per day. 
In the heterogeneous groups in School B, there were 
twenty-seven aggressive acts in Group I, where the average 
attendance was seven children per day. There were ~ourteen 
aggressive acts in Group II , where t he average attendance was 
six and e.. half per day. 
'DABLE XXII I 
Number o~ .Anti-Social Aggressive Acts 
Per Day in the Two Schools 
TOTALS 
SCHOOL A SCHOOL B-I SCHOOL B-II SCHOOL B 
Monday 8 8 3 11 
Tuesday 5 4 5 9 
Thursday 8 7 3 10 
Friday 8 8 3 11 
Totals 29 27 14 41 
.Average Aggres-
7i 6 3/4 3! lOi sive acts per 
day 
JA.verage at ten-
dance per day 10 7 6! 13! 
The average number o~ aggressive acts per day in School 
.A was seven and one ~ourth. In School B, the average number o~ 
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aggressive acts in Group I was six and three fourths per day. 
In Group II, the average number of aggressive acts was three anc 
a half per day. The range o.f aggressive acts in School A was 
from five to eight per day. In School B, in Group I, the range 
of' aggressive acts was i'rom five to eight per day. In Group 
II, the range was from three to five per day. 
The average num~er of aggressive acts per child and the 
average attendance of the children during the .four days of 
observation in each group of three year olds is shown in the 
table below. 
Average 
.Aggressive 
.Acts per 
child 
.Average 
' .tAttendance 
Per Group 
TABLE XXIV 
Average Number of Aggressive Acts Per 
Child in the Two Schools 
SCHOOL A 
HOMOGENEOUS GROUP 
2 9/10 
10 
SCHOOL B 
HETEROGENEOUS GROUP 
Group I 
3 6/7 
7 
Group II 
2 2/13 
TOTALS 
SCHOOL B 
3 1/27 
There was one child in School .JA who was not res.ponsi b1e 
for any aggressive act during the observations. There was one 
child in School B, Group I, and two children in Group II, who 
were not responsible .for any aggressive acts. 
Table XXV, on the .following page, shows a comparison of 
the number of aggressive acts of the boys and the girls in the 
two schools. 
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TABLE XXV 
Comparison of Number of Aggressive Acts 
of Boys and Girls in the Two Schools 
Number of 
children in 
groups 
Number of 
.Aggressive 
Acts 
Number of 
aggressive 
a cts per boy 
and per girl 
Percentage · 
pf aggressive 
act s 
SCHOOL A SCHOOL B TDrALS 
HOMOGENEOUS GROUP HE.'TEROGENEOUS GROUP SCHOOL B 
Boys --Girls 
6 6 
19 10 
3 l/6 1 2/3 
65fo 35fo 
Group I Group II 
Boys-Girls Boys-Girls Boys-Girls 
6 2 6 3 12 5 
19 8 
3 l/6 4 
70fo 30fo 
11 3 
1 5/6 1 
30 
2 -, 2 
11 
2 1/5 
78fo 22fo 73fo 27fo 
In School .i/4., where there were sj_x boys and six girls, the 
~oys were res ponsible for 65fo of the aggressive acts. The girls 
~ere responsible for 35% of them. In School B, where there were 
~welve boys and five girls, the boys were responsible for 73% 
r f the aggress i ve acts and the girl s were responsible for 27% 
l f them. There were 3 1/6 aggress i ve acts per boy in School A, 
r nd l 2/3 aggressive acts per girl. In School B there were 2~ 
a ggress i ve acts per boy and 2 1/5 aggressive ·acts per girl. In 
$chool A the most aggressive child initiated six of the twenty-
pine aggressive acts. In School B, Group I, the most aggressive 
bhild initiated six of the twenty-seven aggressive acts. In 
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Group II the most aggressive child initiated six of the fourt eer 
aggressive acts. The most aggressive child in School~ caused 
2lfo of the aggressive acts. In School B, Group I , he caused 
22fo, and in Group II, he caused 43fo (see Table XXVIII). 
There were eight different kinds of anti-social aggres-
sive behavior acts observed in the two schools during the 
thirty hours of observation. 
TABLE XXVI 
Kinds of Aggressive ~cts and Their Frequency of 
Occurrence in the ~vo Schools 
KINDS OF 
J.AGGRESSIVE SCHOOL jf;.. SCHOOL B TOTALS 
.ACTS HOMOGENEOUS GROUP HETEROGENEOUS GROUP SCHOOL B 
Group I Group II 
.!Average at-
7 6-k 13-k tendance 10 
per dav 
jj_ of # of ii. of fi. of' 
acts 111 acts ~ acts ~ #cts 2f 1.2.. Conflict 
over equip- 16 55 16 59 3 21 19 45 
ment 
Rivalry for 
Teacher 1 . 3 
Pushing and 
Pulling 5 17 5 18 2 14 7 17 
Disrupting 
Activity 1 3 2 8 1 7 3 8 
Hitting 1 4 1 4 1 7 2 5 
( Cont_.) 
'6? 
Table XXVI (cont.) 
Kinds of 
,Aggressive 
.Acts 
School A School B Totals 
Homogeneous Grou~ Heterogeneous Group School B 
Teasing and 
annoying 4 
Kicking and 
throwing 1 
things 
Cross 
Purposes 
Total J.Aggres-
si ve .Acts 29 
~ 
14 
4 
Group I 
if_ of 
acts ~ 
3 11 
27 
Gro\}.p II 
it of it. of 
acts ~ acts- ~ 
6 44 9 22 
.1 7 1 3 
14 41 
Every type of anti-social aggressive act that the writer 
had on her check list occurred in the observations. Conflict 
~ equipment caused 50fo of the aggressive acts observed in 
the three groups of children. · In proportion to the avere.ge num-
ber of children per day, more of these occurred in School B 
than in School .A. It caused 55fo of the aggressive acts in the 
homogeneous School .A. It caused 59fo of the aggressive acts in 
the heterogeneous school B, Group I, and 2lfo in Group II. 
Examples: 
1. Rickie and Bobby were playing in the sand box. 
Ri ckie put his shovel down and Bobby picked it up. Rickie 
tried to get it back from Bobby. Teacher gave Rickie the 
shovel and found another one for Bobby. 
2. Jo-Jo was riding a bicycle. Beverly asked for a 
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turn. Jo-Jo refused and pushed her out of the way. Teacher 
told Jo-Jo he could have three more rides and then he would have 
to give the bicycle to Beverly. 
Rivalry for teacher occurred only once during the obser-
vations, and it happened in School~: The teacher was talking 
to Joan. Dotty ~nn came over and took the teacher's hand. Joan 
pushed her away saying, "Don't touch us. 11 
Pushing and pulling caused l7fo of the aggressive acts in 
the homogeneous school. In the heterogeneous school it caused 
l8fo of the aggressive acts in Group I, and l4fo in Group II . 
Example : 
Children were looking at the new turtle. ~rthur pushed 
Johnny out of the way and Johnny hit Arthur. Teacher held 
turtle up higher for both of them to see. 
Jaclde and Judy were playing in the doll house. Jackie 
wanted Judy to be the baby, and she wanted him to be the baby. 
Jackie pulled Judy after him and pushed her into the doll crib. 
Judy ran out of the doll house and sat down at the clay table. 
She returned to the doll corner in a few minutes. 
Hitting occurred once in each group of children during 
the observations. 
Example : 
Joan and Dotty ~nn were in the bathroom. Joan slapped 
Dotty, saying, ''That's why I 'm bigger than you." 
Teasing and annoying were responsible for 14fo of the 
aggressive acts in the homogeneous group . In the heterogeneous 
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group they were responsible ~or llfo o~ the acts in Group I, and 
44fo in Group II. 
Examples: 
1. Children were on the jungle gym. Rocky pretended to 
push them off. Children called to the teacher and she warned 
Rocky to be careful on the jungle gym. 
2. Diane and Joan were next to each other at rest time. 
Diane put her ~eet on Joan's mat. Joan cried and pushed her 
away. Teacher moved Diane's mat. 
Disrupting of' activity occurred once in the homogeneous 
School A. It occurred twice in Group I in the heterogeneous 
School B, and once in Group II. 
Examples: 
1. Joan and Beverly were wheeling their carriages, and 
they drove through the block building which Jo-Jo and Anthony 
had built. Jo-Jo and Anthony pushed them away, complaining 
that their "garage" was broken. 
2. Benjie was talldng to teacher at juice time. hvery 
time he started to talk, Dennis interrupted. Benjie said, 
"You 1 re making me say the wrong words. Keep quiet." Teacher 
told Dennis not to interrupt Benjie. 
Kicking and throwing things caused only one aggressive 
act. This tool{: place in the homogeneous school: Teacher told 
Nino to go into the bathroom. He re~used to go and kicked and 
screamed at the teache r when she took his hand. 
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Cross purposes caused only one aggressive act, and this 
was in the heterogeneous school in Group II: Jaclde and Judy 
were playing in the doll corner. Jackie wanted t o use the sink 
for an "operating table ." Judy insisted that it was a sink as 
she emphatically pointed to the f'aucets . 
Conf'lict over equipment, pushing and pulling, and teasing 
and annoying were the t hree main types of' aggressive acts in 
both schools. Every other type of aggressive act occurred only 
once or twice during the obse rvations. 
There are certain planned activities in the nursery 
school schedule. There is a f'ree play period, either out of' 
doors or in a playroom . There is the creative a ctivity period, 
when the children may do easel painting, finger painting, clay 
modeling, cutting and pasting , or use other similar materials. 
rhen there are the directed activities such as music and story 
ime. The routines such as washing, eating and toileting are 
an important part of the nursery school program. Since 
ost of the time in the nursery school is spent in f'ree play, 
ost of the aggressive acts in both the homogeneous and the 
eterogeneous schools occurred then . There was usually less 
ggression observed during directed activities and during the 
ursery school routines. 
The table on the following page shows the occurrence of' 
a ggressive acts in relation to the activities in the two 
schools. 
TABLE XXVII 
Occurrence of 1Aggressi ve Ji.cts in Relation 
to the Activities in the Two Schools . 
AGri VIT IES 
SCHOOL dA 
HOMOGENEOUS GROUP 
SCHOO.L B 
HETEROG:lE.:NEOUS GROUP 
TOTALS 
SCHOOL B 
Group I Group II 
fL2%._ if_ Q.f #of # of 
acts ~ acts ~ acts ~ acts d L2.. 
Free Plav 
' 
19 66 ll 41 7 50 18 44 
Directed 
Activities 0 0 5 18 2 14 7 17 
Routines 5 17 3 11 1 7 4 10 
Creative 
Activities 5 17 8 30 4 29 12 29 
In the homogeneous nursery school, 66fo of the aggression 
occurred during free play. In the heterogeneous nursery school, 
4lfo of the aggression occurred during free play, in Group I, 
and 50fo of the aggression in Group II took place during free 
play. 
17fo of the aggression in School~ occurred during crea-
tive activities. In the heterogeneous group, 30% occurred dur-
ing creative activities in Group I, and 29fo during creat ive 
activities in Group II • 
In the homogeneous school 17% of the aggressive acts took 
place during routines. In school B, llfo of the aggressive acts 
occurred during routines, and in Group II, 7fo of the aggressive 
acts occurred during routines. 
There were no aggressive acts during directed activities 
in School~. In School B, Group I, l8fo' o:f the aggressive acts 
occurred during directed activities, and in Group II, l31o o:f 
the aggressive acts happened then. 
NAME OF 
CHI.LD 
Be11jie 
Barby 
Anthony 
Beverly 
Rickie 
Diane 
Dennis 
Eddie 
Michael 
Johnny 
Jo-Jo 
Suzy 
Arthur 
Jimmy 
Janice 
J ackie 
Judy 
Bobby 
Franlde 
Sheryl 
LeRoy 
Nino 
Patty 
Sammy 
Rocky 
Jmgela 
Chippy 
Joan 
Lotty .Ann 
Totals 
TABLE XIVIII 
Number o:f anti-social aggressive acts :for 
each child arranged according to the chro-
nological ages o:f the children in the two 
schools. 
~QE IN NUMHER OF AGGRESSIVE ACTS 
YEL-!.HS AND MOS. SCHOOL .A SCHOOL B- I SCHOOL B-II 
4 
-
2 1 
4 
-
2 3 
4 
-
1 6 
4 
-
1 1 
4 
-
0 3 
4 
-
0 4 
4 
-
0 3 
4 
-
0 3 
4 
-
0 6 
3 
-
11 0 
3 
-
11 5 
3 
-
9 5 
3 - 9 6 
3 
-
8 0 
3 
-
8 0 
3 
-
7 1 
3 
-
7 1 
3 
-
6 1 
3 
-
5 1 
3 
-
5 2 
3 
-
4 0 
3 
-
4 3 
3 
-
3 1 
3 
-
3 2 
3 
-
2 6 
3 
-
2 1 
3 
-
0 1 
2 - 11 3 
2 
-
9 1 
29 27 14 
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The oldest child in School ~ (homogeneous group) was re-
sponsible f'or the highest number of aggressive acts . The 
youngest child in School B (heterogeneous group), Group II, 
was responsible for the highest number of' aggressive acts in 
that group. 
The youngest child in School B, Group I, tied with ano-
ther child in the middle of the group for initiating the most 
aggressive acts in t hat group. 
The oldest child in School B, Group II1 together with 
two children in the middle of' the group, were not responsible 
for a single aggressive act. The third youngest child in School 
B, Group II, was not responsible for any aggressive acts . One 
of the middle children in School .!A did not initiate any aggres-
sive act. 
In general, the older three year olds in both schools 
scored a higher number of aggressive acts t han the younger 
three yea r olds. However, the oldest child in the three groups 
of children scored only one a ggress ive act, and the youngest 
child in the three groups of children also scored one aggres-
sive act. 
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CF..APTER V 
SWITIMRY AND SUGGESriONS FOR FURTHER RESEAR CH 
The primary purpose of this study was to suggest a possible 
difference in the amount of anti-social ag6ressive behavior in 
groups of nursery school children who have a homogeneous cul-
tural backgroung, as compared with groups of children who have 
a heterogeneous cultural background, although their socio-
economic baclcground i s the same. The secondary purpose of this 
study was to review some of the more important studie s which 
deal wi th anti-social aggressive behavior in the pre-school 
years . 
The original data for the study were colle·ct ed in two 
philanthropic nursery schools , where the children represented 
different cultural backgrounds, but had the same so cio-economic 
envj_ ronment . In one school, the children were similar in race 
and cultural background . In t he other schooll, t hey were dis-
similar in race and cultural background . The two groups were 
alike in other essential factors, such a s age, general intel-
ligence and economic status. Both groups o.f children lived in 
over-populat ed, low r ental areas. ~ total of twenty-nine 
chi ldren were observed in group activities in the t wo nursery 
schools, and the writer concentrated on one age level, the 
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three ye~r olds. Observations were limited to four two and a 
half hour mornings in each group. The data were collected by 
means of an original check list. No attempt was made to dis-
cover the writer's reliability as an observer. During the 
obeervat·ons, the writer was the teacher in one of the groups, 
in which she observed the children. 
Fpr the purpose of the study, anti-social aggressive 
behavior was defined as any act by which a child initiates 
hostile action against another ' s person, property, or materi-
als, or vhreatens to do so . 
'I~e writer recorded seventy anti-social aggressi ve acts 
in the two nursery schools. Twenty-nine aggressive acts 
occurr ec in the culturally homogeneous group among t welve 
childrer. Forty-one aggressive acts occurred in the hetero-
geneous group among seventeen children . The average number o:f 
aggressive acts per day, in the homogeneous school, was seven, 
where tre average attendance was ten children per day. This 
was pra<ti cally the same as in the heterogeneous school, where 
the ave a ge number o:f aggressive acts was ten, and the average 
attendar ce was thirteen children per day. 
'1 he average number of aggressive acts per child in the 
homogeneous school, where the average attendance was ten chil -
dren per day , was 2 9/10. This was slightly less than in the 
heterogEneous school where the average attendance was thirteen, 
and the average number of aggress i ve act s was 3 1/27. In both 
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schools, the boys were responsible f'or more aggressive acts 
than the girls. However, the proportion of' aggressive acts 
in..i .. tiate d by the boys in the homogeneous school was much 
greater than in the heterogeneous school. In both schools, 
the most aggressive child initiated the same number of' aggres-
sive acts. There were children in both schools who did not 
initiate any aggressive acts. 
There were eight diff'erent kinds of' anti-social aggressive 
behavior observed in the two nursery schools . More than half' 
of' all the aggressive acts in the homogeneous school were 
caused ty conflict over equipment . Slightly less than half' of 
all of' the aggressive acts in the heterogeneous school were 
caused ty conflict over equipment. 
In general, the same kinds of' aggressive acts occurred in 
the two schools. Conflict over equipment, teasing and annoying 
and pusl:ing and pulling caused the most aggressive acts. Every 
other k~lnd of anti-social aggressive act occurred only once or 
twice during the obs ervations in the two schools. There was a 
larger _r:roportion of aggressive acts during free play in rela-
tion to other activities in School A ~ than t her e was in School 
B. There was a smaller proport i on of aggressive acts during 
creative activities in relation to other activities in School 
.<A than tpere was in School B. There was a smaller proportion 
of' aggressive acts during directed activities in School !A, than 
there was in School B. There was a larger proportion of' 
.,~,,~ 
1: 
aggressive acts during routines in relation to other activities 
in Schoo~ A, than there was in School B. The oldest child in 
the homogeneous group was responsible for the highest number of 
aggressive acts in that school. The youngest CD~ld in the 
heterogeneous group in School B, Group II, was responsibl~ for 
the most aggression in that group. 
The main conclusion to be drawn fr::.J m this study is that in 
the groups studied, there does not seem to be any appreciable 
difference in the amount of anti-social aggressive beD~vior in 
a group Jf children who have a homogeneous cultural background, 
as compa ·ed with a group of children who have a heterogeneous 
cultural baclr.ground, when their socio.:.economic background is 
the same. However, this has been only a small study of a rew 
children. The writer reels strongly that more extensive re-
search on many groups of children might prove that there are 
difrerences i n the amount of anti -so cial aggressive behavior 
shown in groups of nursery school children which difrer in 
cultural homogeneity or heterogeneity. The literature in the 
rield seems to point to that possible conclusion. 
The present study was undertaken with the hope or adding 
to the existing material on the subject of children 's aggressive 
behavior. Since the socialization of the young child is one of 
the respJnsibilities of the nursery school teacher, it was hoped 
that this study would add to the knowledge of the causes and 
ldnds of aggressive behavior with which she will have to cope. 
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SUGGEBriONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. .tA Study to compare the amount of anti-social aggressive 
behavior in a philanthropic nursery school, with a 
private nursery school. 
2. JA. Study to compare anti -social aggressive behavior in 
two dissimilar, but homogeneous, racial-cultural Nursery 
school groups . 
3. ~ Study to determine how much the anti-social aggressive 
behavior of a nursery school group is affected by one 
overly aggressive chi ld. 
4. .A Study to determine the effect of the teacher 1 s per -
sonality on the amount of anti-social aggressive 
behavior shown in a nursery school group. 
5. JJ. comparison of anti-social aggressive behavior in an 
all day nursery school compared with a half day nursery 
school. 
6 . A Study of the nursery school plant and how it affects 
anti-social aggressive behavior in the nursery school. 
7. .!A Btudy of the nursery school program and how it may 
increase or decrease anti-social aggressive behavior. 
8. ~ Study to determine which teacher techniques have long 
range effectiveness in redirecting and combatting 
anti-so cial aggressive behavior. 
9. ~ comparison of anti-social a ggressive behavior shown 
in a nursery school group, with the amount of anti-
social aggr es sive behavior shown i n the homes of these 
children . 
10 . ~ comparison of the amount of anti - social aggressive 
behavior shown in a rigidly controlled nursery school 
group with a permissive nursery school situation. 
11. ~ comparison of the amount of anti-social aggressive 
behavior shown in relation to chronological and mental 
age in a gr oup of nursery school children. 
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